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Axle Nut Covers
Axle nut covers for Road King models from 
00-07.	Includes	hardware.
652010 Sold in pairs

Chrome Tapered Axle Nut Covers 
for Touring Models
These axle nut covers feature a tapered cone 
shape with a ribbed accent, and fit all Touring 
models	from	00-07.
652015 Sold in pairs

Baby moon

super moon

Cone Cover

Chrome Front 
Hubcaps
These three different 
styles of hubcaps are 
made in the U.S.A. by 
WILD 1 Mfg. and will 
fit most FXWG, Softail 
and Dyna Wide Glide 
models with single 
front disc brakes (except 
Fat Boy models). They 
give your front wheel 
a whole new look by 
simply pressing onto the 
hub to fill in the area 
between the fork leg or 
speedometer drive unit 
and the spoke flange. 
Sold each.

Fit FX Softail, Dyna Wide Glide and 4-Speed 
FXWG Models from 84-92
19723 Baby Moon
19725 Super Moon
19727 Cone Cover

Fit all Heritage Softail Models (except 
FLSTS Models) from 86-96
19724 Baby Moon
19726 Super Moon
19728 Cone Cover

Kustom-Tech 
Spinner Hub 
Covers

K-tech spinner cover fits all aftermarket spoke 
and billet wheels, machined in billet aluminum  
to give a  very old school look to your rear 
wheel. Available in one or two color designs 
polished or chromed. 84-99.
696045 Spinner hub cover standard, polished
696046 Spinner hub cover standard, chrome
696047 Spinner hub cover vintage, polished
696048 Spinner hub cover vintage, chrome

standard

Vintage

Hub Covers for Dyna Wide Glide 
Softail and FXWG Models
Made to fit the front wheels of most Softail, 
Dyna Wide Glide and FXWG models with single 
front disc brakes. They give your front wheel 
the appearance of a billet hub by filling in the 
area between the brake rotor and the spoke 
flange. Each cover includes special hold-down 
plates. Sold each.
19731 Fits all FL Softail models (except FLSTS 

and Fat Boy models) from late 86-96 
(7/8"-wide)

19732 Fits 4-speed FXWG, Dyna Wide Glide 
and FX Softail models (except Springer 
models) from 84-96 (shown) 1 1/8"-
wide

Chrome Hubcaps for Wide Glide 
Front Ends
The perfect accessory for the front wheel of 
most FXWG and Softail models from 84-99, or 
81-84 4-speed FL models with cast wheels. The 
CC	#19743	hubcap	has	the	right	wheel	bear-
ing	spacer	built	into	it,	while	the	CC	#’s	19741	
and 19742 small hubcaps simply press onto the 
wheel hub.
19741 4 5/8"-diameter hubcap for all Dyna 

Wide Glide, FX Softail and 4-speed 
FXWG models from 84-96

19" Single Disc Front Wheel 
Hubcap
Made of chrome-plated steel, this 4 3/4" front 
wheel hubcap will fit all single disc 19" cast 
wheels on models with 9-spoke mag wheels 
from 84-99. It replaces the standard wheel 
hub plate and screws, and is held stationary 
between the front wheel hub’s external bear-
ing spacer and the front axle.
19748 Replaces OEM 44467-88T

Chrome Stiletto Axle Caps by 
Küryakyn
Aggressively styled, these axle caps let every-
one know who’s the boss. By themselves or 
combined with other accessories from the 
Stiletto line, these axle caps are killer.  Fits all 
FXR	models	from	87-00,	all	Sportster	models	
from	88-07,	all	Touring	models	from	84-99,	
Dyna	Glide	models	from	91-03,	FXDWG	models	
from	93-07,	all	Softail	models	(except	Springer	
and	Deuce)	from	85-06,	and	80-86	FXWG	mod-
els
600472 Sold in pairs

Fits	all	Touring	models	from	00-07,	and	all	
Dyna	Glide	models	(except	FXDWG)	from	04-07
600473 Sold in pairs

Black Axle 
Nut Covers
For fans of every-
thing dark and cus-
tom we now have these black axle nut covers. 
Black is the new chrome!
688562 Front	axle	nut	covers,	black	fit	08-Up	

Touring, Dyna and Sportster models, 
07-Up	Softails

688559 Rear	axle	nut	covers,	black	fit	08-Up	
Dyna and Softail models

688562


